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This country is over 30 times the size of the Netherlands. For a small part of Peru things
are going very well: you must have heard about Peruvian cuisine (ceviche, anyone?),
Peruvian football and tourism that are all doing so well.
But, here’s a less fun announcement: the majority of Peru isn’t part of this growth. The
people in the remote, forgotten areas where we work have to face a daily fight with small
and large-scale corruption, discrimination, violence and climate change – issues that they
were the last to contribute to.
While the government is happily cheering on the football players on the world stage, we
and other organizations are just working away locally, where we’re needed most. Here a
lot still needs to be done so that ‘our’ Peruvians can also enjoy a dignified existence.
But sometimes there are things to celebrate, like today, when we’re looking back at a
beautiful 2018: The year when we welcomed two new communities; embraced no less than
six replica projects; baked a cake in a smoke-free oven at 3,950 m.a.s.l. for the first time;
waved goodbye to Jolanda (*sniff*); and got our own incredible office building, where we
can stay as long as we like.
Cheers!
We wish you a Merry Christmas and a wonderful 2019.
Simone, Lutgardo, Roger, Yesica, Jhabel, Iris, Alexandra, Koimer and Hamilton
… and because saying goodbye is never easy:
Some bonus greetings from Jolanda who is now making beautiful furniture from recycled
material.

SIPASCANCHA

45 families
90% of the village is participating

In February we started in Sipascancha, our 12th community. As always, we
started with the school vegetable garden and then went on to the rest of the
community. But this was a different story: of the 50 families, a whopping 45
participated. They all planted a productive vegetable garden in no time, and
they are all eligible for the first installations. We’ve never had this much impact
in a community! Passed the entrance exam to our Club Elite with flying colors.
You see, with these kind of results, it’s full steam ahead! Here you go,
Sipascancha: 43 smoke-free kitchens, 17 kitchen cabinets and eco-friendly
fridges, 4 greenhouses and 12 crop-protection tarps. And we’re not going to
stop there. Yesica is doing workshops at the school and for the parents every
two weeks. She also organized a ‘Keeping up with the Joneses’ (a string of
villagers enter each other’s home to get inspiration) and a cook-off to
motivate the villagers even more. Sipascancha is changing rapidly, but we’ll
keep building and teaching for another 5 years to make sure that what we’re
doing will take root and stay.

CLUB ELITE
Our work is now reaching over 1200 households and 963
school children. Within this group there is a bustling
special club of families that knows how to get things done.
We help them with the execution and we reward the steps
they take with installations, including:

vegetable garden

cupboards

224

290
greenhouse

smokefree stove

273
133

shadow mash

117
water-basin

79

Never too old to learn

Of course, every installation needs to be earned by the villagers.
But we’re a little more flexible with our requirements with the
elderly. They don’t have to do everything themselves: we ask the
community to help them. This is why the couple in the photo can
just sit and relax while the kitchen is being finished.

C

KING at high altitude

Farm-fresh, unsprayed vegetables from their
own vegetable garden: that’s as healthy as it
gets. At the school the mothers and pupils
love cooking them. We make sure that they
have everything they need: pots, pans, tables,
benches, cutlery and a Dutch potato masher
are shining in the school kitchens in all of our
communities. In our new community
Sipascancha, the amount of children with iron
deficiency went from 13 in the beginning of
the year down to 3 in November. That can’t be
a coincidence, surely? Vitamins…. power!!
.

REPLICA PROJECTS

Schools and kindergartens in six villages that border ‘our’ villages, are
copying our school vegetable gardens and greenhouses. What a
wonderful compliment, but.. .are they making them work? Well, there’s no
lack of initiative, but what they do lack are materials and knowledge. And,
oh dear, we’re not ready to take on another six communities right now!
Fortunately, the angels from Creemos came to the rescue. Thanks to an
additional donation from them, and after rearranging our ‘timetables’, we
will now be able to visit these projects every month for the next two years;
provide them with tools and materials; and even build them a
greenhouse. Alright, it’s a ‘light’ form of aid: only at the schools and not at
the family homes, but it’s a start. And that’s nice, because there are more
of these replicas in the making. We’ll keep you posted.

Inkacancha en Ruyaturuyoc
new communities

No electricity, no clean drinking water and a lack of healthy
meals: our two new communities, Inkacancha and
Ruyaturuyoc, in a nutshell. The communities are located a
4 hour-drive through the mountains and there is a total of
72 households. In the beginning of 2019 we’ll start with the
school vegetable gardens, then we’ll implement the rest of
our programme over the following 6 years. In the past the
foundation Porvenir Peru has built greenhouses in both
communities with some families. Together with our
projects we will improve the living conditions even more.

Wil je helpen: www.poreos.org/donaties

WHAT DO YOU MEAN:
SATISFACTION?

But that’s not how it works, not really. A lasting

by:

Simone Heemskerk

When I visit the communities, people often ask me if
this work ‘gives me a lot of grati cation’. I always
respond with a resounding ‘yes’. This is the socially
acceptable answer, since the truth is so dif cult to
explain. And to have a discussion while I’m trying to
keep the car on the road isn’t a good idea either.
My real answer: nothing happens without growing
pains, not even after 11 years. The deeply rooted
corruption in Peru still manages to surprise me, just
like the completely different values, infrastructure,
bureaucracy and work ethic. Not much is left of
everything that I was used to and assumed was
obvious. That sometimes makes it incredibly
complicated to reach goals, and that is almost
impossible to stomach if your goal is to eradicate

change can’t be bought.
So we keep explaining the possibilities,
incentivizing the inhabitants and reward the
progress made: there’s nothing better than being
proud of something you’ve achieved yourself.
We keep focusing on the future, and that includes
some boring tasks. Sometimes I’m not
rummaging around in a vegetable garden at all,
instead I’m at the of ce for days on end, writing
reports and answering detailed questions about
impact and effect. I have meeting after meeting
with institutions, worry about everything that’s
not being done honestly, manage the team and
worry about the budget.
On paper it looks like I have created the most
boring of ce job for myself. Al contrario.

poverty.

I absolutely love doing this work and through the

Patience has never been my virtue, but here I learnt

fundraising I can see very clearly what we’ve

that you really need to be patient if you really want to
make a difference.
I remember walking around in Guatemala with a
duffelbag full of toys, 11 years ago. I handed them out
to homeless children and it felt really good. It gave me
that instant sense of charitable grati cation that I was
looking for. And of course with Por Eso! we could build

combination of eld visits, time in the of ce and
achieved in 11 years. Maybe it is still not going
the way I envisage. But the fact that we’ve already
made life a lot better for the poorest communities
high up in the Andes gives me an enormous
amount of satisfaction. The grati cation we feel
now, will last forever.
.

20 greenhouses in a day with a team of paid laborers,
bribe teachers in exchange for their collaboration and
throw recipes at the inhabitants.

.

Cooking over an open fire in a closed space has quite some disadvantages.
By burning solid fuels, harmful substances such as carbon monoxide,
benzene and methanol enter not only your clothes, but also your
respiratory tract, which could cause pneumonia, asthma, lung cancer and
tuberculosis.
The alternative is simple: a chimney-shaft which means the smoke goes
outside. So we install smoke-free kitchens (over 650 of them, through the
years). In Sipascancha some of the inhabitants have adapted our models
and even added an oven: All of Sipascancha is baking! But now very
responsibly.

before

after

Once a year, the schools invite the parents, and the pupils
show off everything they’ve learnt. At many schools, the
vegetable garden takes center stage and it’s adorable to see
how proud the pupils are.
We always make sure that one of us is present that day. Of
course with a little extra gift for all the pupils that have worked
so hard.

This is how you can get Por Eso! noticed in a really simple way
We need more fans. So come on, follow us on Facebook too. This way you
can show everyone that you support us and we will be visible with a larger
group of people. We post photos, videos, all sorts of stuff! Who know,
maybe your like or share will give bring us some regular givers, which will
then turn into school vegetable gardens for the communities above the
tree line but under the poverty line. Small favor, big result.
Thank you!
Love looking at pictures? We also post on Instagram.
Curious about more: www.poreso.org.

BEHIND THE SCENES
In Peru we are actively working on becoming the best version of
ourselves. This year, the team has received several coaching sessions.
And this way we all got a color at Por Eso! and have gained more insight
into our personalities and the organization.
Meanwhile the support network in Lima is also continuing to grow thanks
to more and more Peruvian supporters. We’re always happy to travel to
Lima to give presentations.

We wish you a Merry Christmas
and a wonderful 2019
Simone

Ham
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Lutgardo
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Koimer
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Yesica

not in the photo: Iris and Alexandra

teamwork makes the dream work

Christmas reflection
It’s still quite a challenge
to cover our budget, which
is around 175,000 euros a
year. Every contribution is
more than welcome: oneoff donations, monthly
donations, fundraising
events, auction proceeds,
competitions, or
sometimes secret tip-offs.
We’re incredibly grateful
for all of them, and we’re
also doing our best to
make donating even
easier. Go to:
www.poreso.org/donations

Thank you

